CLINICAL STUDY

Five novel mutations in the SCNN1A gene causing autosomal recessive pseudohypoaldosteronism type 1
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Abstract

Background: Pseudohypoaldosteronism type 1 (PHA1) is a monogenic disease caused by mutations in the genes encoding the human mineralocorticoid receptor (MR) or the a (SCNN1A), b (SCNN1B) or g (SCNN1G) subunit of the epithelial Na+ channel (ENaC). While autosomal dominant mutation of the MR cause renal PHA1, autosomal recessive mutations of the ENaC lead to systemic PHA1. In the latter, affected children suffer from neonatal onset of multi-organ salt loss and often exhibit cystic fibrosis-like pulmonary symptoms.

Objective: We searched for underlying mutations in seven unrelated children with systemic PHA1, all offsprings of healthy consanguineous parents.

Methods and results: Amplification of the SCNN1A gene and sequencing of all 13 coding exons unraveled mutations in all of our patients. We found five novel homozygous mutations (c.587_588insC in two patients, c.1342_1343insTACA, c.742delG, c.189C_0A, c.1361-2A_0G) and one known mutation (c.1474C_0T) leading to truncation of the a ENaC protein. All parents were asymptomatic heterozygous carriers of the respective mutations, confirming the autosomal recessive mode of inheritance. Five out of seven patients exhibited pulmonary symptoms in the neonatal period.

Conclusion: The a subunit is essential for ENaC function and mutations truncating the pore-forming part of the protein leading to systemic PHA1. Based on current knowledge, the pulmonary phenotype cannot be satisfactorily predicted.
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Introduction

Pseudohypoaldosteronism type 1 (PHA1) is a rare disease caused by defective transepithelial sodium transport. Affected children develop life-threatening salt loss of neonatal onset, hyperkalemia, and acidosis. Typically, these children have elevated aldosterone levels due to end organ resistance to aldosterone. Accordingly, they are insensitive to mineralocorticoid treatment but respond to high doses of sodium supplementation and ion exchange resins. At least two clinical forms of PHA1 can be distinguished. The renal form (OMIM # 177735) is characterized by salt loss exclusively through the kidneys. It is caused by autosomal dominant mutations in the human mineralocorticoid receptor (MR, NR3C2) gene (1). In most of the patients with the renal form of PHA1, sodium supplementation can be discontinued by the age of 1–3, probably due to the maturation of the renal salt conservation abilities (2). However, one patient reported to be compound heterozygous for two mutations of the MR exhibited a clinical phenotype comparable to systemic PHA1. A cutaneous or pulmonary phenotype, though, was not observed (3). In contrast, in the systemic form of PHA1 (OMIM # 264350), salt loss results not only from the kidneys but also from the colon, salivary glands, and sweat ducts. Affected patients require life-long salt supplements and medical assistance and some are prone to develop a cystic fibrosis-like pulmonary phenotype with recurrent infections (4). Although this is the predominant phenotype, partially inactivating mutations may lead to large inter-individual differences. Dirlewanger reported on a term-born who had only slightly
decreased sodium levels while its sibling developed a full-blown salt-losing syndrome (5).

The molecular genetic causes for systemic PHA1 are autosomal recessive mutations in genes encoding the amiloride-sensitive epithelial Na⁺ channel (ENaC) (6). The ENaC is a heterotrimer formed by the three subunits, α, β, and γ (7, 8, 9, 10). All subunits are thought to have a comparable three-dimensional structure containing two transmembrane segments, intracellular N- and C-termini, and a large extracellular loop (11). Additionally, the C-terminus contains a proline-rich domain involved in interaction with regulatory proteins. The subunits are encoded by the SCNN1A (chromosome 12p13.31), SCNN1B (chromosome 16p12.1), and SCNN1G (chromosome 16p12.1) genes. In systemic PHA1, mutations in these three genes lead to truncated or abnormal nonfunctional proteins (6, 12, 13, 14). Interestingly, mutations in the proline-rich domain cause the counterpart of systemic PHA1, Liddle’s disease (15). In this paper, we present five novel and one previously reported nonsense mutation found in seven unrelated children with systemic PHA1.

Materials and methods

Patient characteristics

All children experienced dehydration with life-threatening renal sodium-loss and hyperkalemia during their first 2 weeks of life. Markedly elevated levels of aldosterone suggested PHA1 and unresponsiveness to fludrocortisone treatment further pinned down the diagnosis toward systemic PHA1. Biochemical results are summarized in Table 1. Individual information on their history and medical management is given below.

Patient 1 (c.587_588insC) This boy was born after uneventful pregnancy to healthy consanguineous parents (first cousins) of Turkish origin. He presented on the 10th day of life with failure to thrive, dehydration, hyponatremia, and hyperkalemia. Initially, he received i.v. sodium supplementation, ion exchange resins, and glucose/insulin infusion to lower potassium levels. After discharge, he was put on oral sodium supplementation, but he suffered from recurrent salt-losing crises throughout childhood and exhibited a cystic fibrosis-like phenotype with bronchiectasis. His mental development is normal. At the age of 17 years, he reached normal height but suffered from obesity. Oral daily sodium supplementation is 28 g (~11.5 mmol/kg per day).

Patient 2 (c.1342_1343insTACA) This girl was born after uneventful pregnancy to healthy consanguineous parents (second cousins) of Turkish origin. She was admitted to hospital because of recurrent vomiting, dehydration, and somnolence on the 8th day
of life. Initial work-up showed markedly low sodium levels, elevated potassium levels, and hypotension. Steroid 21-hydroxylase deficiency, the commonest form of congenital adrenal hyperplasia (CAH), was ruled out by normal 17-OH progesterone levels. She received a combination therapy of ion exchange resins, glucose/insulin, hemodialysis, and i.v. sodium supplementation.

At the age of 11 1/2 years, mental development is normal and the patient is of normal height and weight. She does not show any pulmonary symptoms, but salt-losing crises occur approximately once a year during intercurrent infections.

**Patient 3 (c.742delG)** Patient 3 was born after uneventful pregnancy to consanguineous parents (first cousins) of Sudanese (African) origin. The mother suffered from bronchial asthma and previously had one stillbirth and one miscarriage. On the 11th day of life, he was admitted to hospital with dehydration, acidosis (pH 7.24), ventricular tachycardia, and respiratory distress. A short cardio pulmonary resuscitation (CPR) cycle was performed when he was without vital signs. Renal salt loss was corrected by i.v. sodium supplementation; hyperkalemia by dextrose infusion and ion exchange resins. He subsequently developed septic arthritis of the left hip requiring arthroscopy and washout at 3 weeks of life. Throughout his infancy to date, he had recurrent mild but prolonged respiratory tract infections and dry and itchy eczema-like skin lesions.

At the age of 21 months, the patient showed normal development but struggled to gain weight (height SDS −1.87 and weight SDS −2.15 (16)). He is currently on an oral NaCl dose of 19 mmol/kg body weight and polystyrene sulphonate resins (0.4 g/kg) daily. Sodium levels are borderline low as his parents are reluctant to try application by NG tube. But he takes the concentrated supplements orally. So far, no salt-losing crises have occurred.

**Patient 4 (c.587_588insC)** This girl was born by cesarean section after uneventful pregnancy to consanguineous parents (first cousins) of Turkish origin. For the first 9 days of life, she was treated with antibiotics for suspected newborn sepsis. After discharge, she was readmitted to the hospital on the 17th day of life with apathy and dehydration. Hyponatremia and hyperkalemia were treated with i.v. sodium supplementation (max 85 mmol/kg body weight), albuterol, and glucose/insulin infusion.

At the age of three, the patient showed normal psychomotor development. However, because of failure to thrive, a percutaneous gastrostomy was introduced. So far, she experienced two pulmonary infections. Sodium and potassium levels greatly varied using 20–28 mmol/kg body weight sodium daily. Height at the age of 3 10/12 years was 94.5 cm (−2.17 SDS) and weight was 14.2 kg (BMI SDS −0.12 (17)).

**Patient 5 (c.1474C>T)** Patient 5 was born after uneventful pregnancy to consanguineous parents (second cousins) of Turkish origin. The last fetal ultrasound scan reported ‘fetal nephromegaly’. On the 9th day of life he presented hyperbilirubinemia. Initial evaluation revealed moderately low sodium and elevated potassium levels that subsequently worsened. I.v. sodium supplementation, and ion exchange resins were insufficient to control Na/K homeostasis. Therefore, peritoneal dialysis was started.

At the age of 11 months, he had a cardiac arrest during an acute illness with salt-losing crisis. CPR was successful and at the age of 20 months, he is developing normally. His height was 82 cm (−0.7 SDS) and weight 10 kg (−1.2 SDS (18)). He had recurrent salt-losing crises during acute illness, pulmonary infections, and mild rashes. Na/K homeostasis is controlled using 34 mmol/kg sodium body weight daily.

**Patient 6 (c.189C>G)** Patient 6 was a boy born after uneventful pregnancy to consanguineous parents (second degree relatives) of Turkish origin. On day 2 he required phototherapy for hyperbilirubinemia. On day 6 he was transferred due to worsening of his general condition. Hyponatremia and hyperkalemia raised the suspicion of CAH and combined mineralocorticoid/glucocorticoid treatment was started. Albuterol, glucose/insulin, and bicarbonate were insufficient to lower potassium levels; thus, peritoneal dialysis was initiated and ion exchange resin was added to the treatment schedule. Treatment for CAH was unsuccessful and discontinued. Elevated urinary sodium and low potassium excretion in combination with increased plasma aldosterone levels led to the diagnosis of PHA1. Oral Na supplementation of 17 mmol/kg per day was required to maintain serum sodium concentrations. On follow-up, he had slight neuromotor developmental delay, recurrent pulmonary infections, and an atopic dermatitis-like rash. He died at 11 months of age due to severe electrolyte imbalance during sepsis.

**Patient 7 (c.1361-2A>G)** Patient 7 was born after uneventful pregnancy to consanguineous parents (third cousins) of Turkish origin. On the 7th day of life she was admitted to hospital, dehydrated and lethargic. Blood pressure was 65/40 mmHg, K⁺ 13 mmol/l, and Na⁺ 113 mmol/l. Hyponatremia and hyperkalemia were treated with i.v. sodium supplementation (20–30 mmol/kg body weight), albuterol, glucose/insulin infusion, ion exchange resin, and a single session of peritoneal dialysis. After 21-OHD was ruled out by normal 17-OH progesterone levels, glucocorticoid replacement was stopped. High sweat and urinary sodium excretion suggested PHA1.

At the age of 8 1/2 months, the patient shows normal somatic and neuromotor development. So far, she was hospitalized once for hyponatremic convulsion and four
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times for severe bronchiolitis attacks. Na/K homeostasis is normal using 10 mmol/kg sodium body weight daily.

Mutational analysis

The study was approved by the local ethical review board. Blood samples for DNA analysis were obtained after informed consent from all patients and/or their parents. Preparation of genomic DNA from peripheral blood leukocytes followed a standard protocol. All 13 exon and the exon–intron boundaries of the SCNN1A gene were amplified by PCR using ~500 ng genomic DNA, 0.7 μl Hot Start Taq, dNTPs, and buffers according to the manufacturer’s protocol (Qiagen) as described previously (L4). Primers are given in a Supplementary Table 1, see section on supplementary data given at the end of this article. Sequence variations were confirmed in an independent experiment. Mutants were designated according to the recommendations of the Nomenclature Working Group (19) based on the cDNA reference sequence NM_001038.5.

Results

Mutational analysis

Complete DNA sequencing of the SCNN1A gene revealed novel homozygous mutations in five patients.

Patients 1 and 4 carried an insertion of cytosine in exon 3 (c.587_588insC) causing a frame-shift with insertion of a premature stop codon at position 205 of the zENaC protein (p.P197A, H198S.H205X; p.Pro197Alafs*9). In patient 1 both the parents and the brothers were heterozygous carriers of the mutation (Fig. 1.I). Parents of patient 4 were also carriers, confirming the autosomal recessive mode of inheritance (Fig. 1.IV).

Patient 2 carried a homozygous insertion of TACA (c.1342_1343insTACA) in exon 10 leading to a frame-shift and introducing a premature stop codon at position 460 (p.R448L..L460X; p.Arg448Ilefs*13) of the zENaC protein. Both parents were heterozygous carriers. A sister was ruled out as carrier (Fig. 1.II).

Mutational analysis in patient 3 revealed a deletion of guanine (c.742delG) in exon 4. The mutation introduces a premature stop codon at residue 248 (p.Val248*) causing truncation of the zENaC protein. Both parents were carriers of the p.Val248* mutation (Fig. 1.III). The patient’s siblings (two brothers and a sister) were not available for investigation.

In patient 5, we found a homozygous missense mutation (c.1474C>T) in exon 10, predicting an amino acid substitution of arginine by a stop codon (p.Arg492*). The mutation was found in the heterozygous form in both parents and the healthy sister (Fig. 1.V).

Mutational analysis in patient 6 unveiled a homozygous mutation in exon 2 (c.189C>A). The mutation introduces a premature stop codon at residue 63 (p.Cys63*). Autosomal recessive inheritance was corroborated as both parents are carriers (Fig. 1.VI).

Patient 7 had a homozygous adenine to guanine substitution in the intron–exon boundary of intron 8/exon 9, changing the splice acceptor site from AG to GG (c.1361-2A>G). The consanguineous parents were heterozygous for this mutation (Fig. 1.VII).

Discussion

This study describes seven patients from apparently unrelated families. After the period of physiologic aldosterone resistance (20), each individual presented with life-threatening salt-loss within the second week of life. In most patients, CAH was initially suspected as it is the most common cause of neonatal onset of salt-losing crisis. Typically, none of the patients responded adequately to fludrocortisone treatment, ruling out CAH. Unlike acute changes of salt homeostasis that might cause cardiac arrest or seizures, clinical signs of a progressive salt loss may be subtle in

Figure 1 Mutations in the SCNN1A gene in PHA1 kindreds. Pedigrees using the Standardized Human Pedigree Nomenclature (36) are shown on the left. Index patients are highlighted by an arrow. Filled symbols represent homozygosity, open symbols wild-type carriers. Carriers are marked with a central dot. Family members deceased during early infancy are shown as slashed symbols with the day of life shown below, if known. SB, stillbirth; triangles, miscarriages. The right panel shows the electropherograms of patients, mothers, and fathers. The right panel shows the electropherograms of patients, mothers, and fathers. The right panel shows the electropherograms of patients, mothers, and fathers. The right panel shows the electropherograms of patients, mothers, and fathers. The right panel shows the electropherograms of patients, mothers, and fathers.
the first postnatal days and first noted when patients exhibit signs of dehydration. Patients seem to be able to adapt to electrolyte imbalances and tolerate potassium levels way above the physiologic range without cardiac impairment. In our patients, mean sodium levels at presentation were low (117.6 mmol/l; range 109–127), and potassium levels were two times above the physiologic upper range (10.6 mmol/l; range 8.4–13.0). Therefore, all the patients required intensive care and different therapeutic approaches to lower life-threatening hyperkalemia. In some patients, i.v. sodium supplementation and the application of albuterol or glucose/insulin were sufficient to re-establish Na/K balance. Some patients, however, additionally needed ion exchange resins or even dialysis. The typical constellation of laboratory values, comprising hyperkalemia, hyponatremia, acidosis, elevated urinary sodium excretion, highly elevated aldosterone levels, and elevated sweat or salivary sodium led to the diagnosis of PHA1. The fact that all patients were born to consanguineous couples further narrowed down the differential considerations to systemic PHA1. Consequently, we did not analyze the NR3C2 gene, being the cause of autosomal dominant PHA1.

All our patients had underlying homozygous variations in the SCNN1A gene. None of them was found in the SNPper database (21). Thus, based on the clinical phenotype we regard them as pathogenic although we did not perform functional in vitro studies. However, we think that conclusions can be drawn by analogy to proven mutations.

The α subunit is obligatorily required for channel activity, while the β and γ subunits are necessary for channel expression and activity at the cell surface (22). More than half of the published mutations in systemic PHA1 were detected in the SCNN1A gene. Patient 5 carries a SCNN1A mutation that had been previously described (23) with the difference that we denoted, the mutation c.1474C>T instead of 1473C>T was based on the cDNA reference sequence (NM_001038.5). The residual activity of the resulting Arg492* mutant protein is 2% (23), thereby explaining the patient’s phenotype. All other individuals carried novel stop or frame-shift mutations truncating the α ENaC subunit proteins. The C63X mutation leads to an αENaC subunit protein lacking both membrane spanning domains and the extracellular loop (11). Two other mutations with comparable impact on the protein
The atopic dermatitis-like rash can give a clinical hint toward systemic PHA1. It is considered to be the result of increased salt-loss through the skin, which causes inflammation in the eccrine structures (32, 33). However, as can be seen in our cohort, only three out seven patients exhibited such symptoms (patient 3, 5, and 6). As two of the patients also had recurrent salt-losing crises, for the clinician it might also be a warning sign to follow the patient more closely.

The growth charts (Fig. 2) show that in the majority of cases, patients thrive poorly during the first 2 years. This is also the most critical period of salt-losing crises. Despite all the complications in early infancy, all the six patients alive had a normal psycho-motor development, a fact that could be used to encourage parents to adhere to best therapy, which is essential in systemic PHA1.

The pulmonary symptoms that occur in many patients are the result of an impaired ion current through the epithelium resulting in airway obstruction by over-secreted alveolar fluid (4, 34, 35). While ENaC-deficient mice die in early life (34), human patients were reported to improve over the time, possibly due to growth of the Airways (4). Why some patients exhibit more symptoms than others seems to be influenced by individual factors rather than by the underlying mutation. Of the seven patients described in this paper, five displayed pulmonary symptoms, independent of the length of the truncated protein. This is in accordance with data published by Kerem et al. (4).

Local differences could be studied systematically measuring nasal potential differences (PD). However, our cohort comprised seven patients from three different countries, treated in seven different centers. Therefore, it is impossible to measure nasal PD systematically in our patients. Four patients had recurrent infections and one had bronchiectasis, which is rather uncommon in systemic PHA1. As the patients with recurrent infections are < 3 years old, we do not know whether their pulmonary symptoms may worsen or improve over the years.

In conclusion, our data on the novel SCNN1A mutations and clinical phenotypes add further information on mutations in the ENaC. We corroborate previous studies showing that our current knowledge on systemic PHA1 is too limited to explain or even to predict the clinical phenotype, in particular the pulmonary phenotype. Systematic studies on the local expression of proteins involved in ENaC trafficking in PHA1 patients could further enrich our understanding of PHA1 pathophysiology.
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